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A B S T R A C T   

Coastal industries face disruption on a global scale due to the threat of large blooms of jellyfish. They can 
decimate coastal fisheries and clog the water intake systems of desalination and nuclear power plants. This can 
lead to losses of revenue and power output. This paper presents JellyNet: a convolutional neural network (CNN) 
jellyfish bloom detection model trained on high resolution remote sensing imagery collected by unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs). JellyNet provides the detection capability for an early (6–8 h) bloom warning system. 1539 
images were collected from flights at 2 locations: Croabh Haven, UK and Pruth Bay, Canada. The training/test 
dataset was manually labelled, and split into two classes: ‘Bloom present’ and ‘No bloom present’. 500 × 500 
pixel images were used to increase fine-grained pattern detection of the jellyfish blooms. Model testing was 
completed using a 75/25% training/test split with hyperparameters selected prior to model training using a held- 
out validation dataset. Transfer learning using VGG-16 architecture, and a jellyfish bloom specific binary clas-
sifier surpassed an accuracy of 90%. Test model performance peaked at 97.5% accuracy. This paper exhibits the 
first example of a high resolution, multi-sensor jellyfish bloom detection capability, with integrated robustness 
from two oceans to tackle real world detection challenges.   

1. Introduction 

Coastal operators are fighting a relentless battle against both jellyfish 
and submerged aquatic vegetation (Flynn and Chapra, 2014; Purcell, 
2005). Large accumulations of biomass can lead to blockages, disrup-
tions and damages to mechanical water intakes but can also decimate 
coastal fisheries (Purcell, 2005; Småge et al., 2017). Jellyfish can cause 
severe disruption through the clogging of filtration systems (Koo et al., 
2017). It has been shown that jellyfish can cause annual damages of up 
to US$ 205 million in Korea, and up to US$ 2 million per day at a nuclear 
power station in Ontario, USA (Kim et al., 2016; Nuclear Energy Insti-
tute, 2015). Jellyfish form blooms that exist in a wide range of envi-
ronmental conditions (Lucas, 2001). These conditions are becoming 
increasingly common due to global climate change and reductions of 
top-down predator controls (Purcell et al., 2007; Daskalov et al., 2007). 
Despite the rigorous descriptions and reporting by both Hamner and 
Dawson (2009) and Graham et al. (2001), there still appears to be an 
absence of a formal jellyfish bloom definition with respect to density. An 
aggregation of mature Aurelia spp. jellyfish medusae consisting of a 
minimum of one individual per m3 of water would certainly cause major 
disruption to coastal operators, especially if totalling upwards of 1,000 
total mature individuals. For comparative reasons, this paper will use 

this definition of a jellyfish bloom. Other definitions based on biological 
principles may be developed in the future. Here, we have focused on 
criteria defined by operator and industry experience. 

Currently there are no fully functional warning systems in place for 
an impending jellyfish bloom. If the challenges facing jellyfish bloom 
detection in coastal environments are to be addressed, the development 
of a suitable imaging and monitoring system is, naturally, a necessity. 
For a remote sensing system to be practically useful, a warning of 6–8 h 
prior to a jellyfish bloom arrival has been suggested (EDF, personal 
comment). This time frame would be an improvement on current sys-
tems but also crucially allow disruption mitigation teams to maximise 
asset protection measures (Takizawa, 2005). To date, remote sensing 
techniques have proven the most likely candidate for fulfilling the 
temporal conditions of an early warning detection system (Mcilwaine 
et al., 2019). Only a small number of attempts have been successful in 
remotely sensing jellyfish blooms; unpredictability of presence and high 
transparency in water being two key challenges to their detection. Sat-
ellites, light-aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have all been 
used to varying success to remotely sense jellyfish blooms (Schaub et al., 
2018; Barrado et al., 2014; Houghton et al., 2006; Becking et al., 2015). 
Several studies have focused on the detection of jellyfish blooms using 
imaging satellites. However, satellites are not an appropriate jellyfish 
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monitoring platform due to the time taken to orbit and access data, their 
relatively low resolution, and the imaging challenges they face with 
respect to atmospheric water vapour. In the context of an early warning 
system, the temporal delay of access to satellite imagery renders it 
impractical to provide 6-8 h warning, although this may change shortly 
due to a newly expected satellite constellation (Capella Space, 2020). 
UAVs can provide frequent monitoring and swift deployment within a 
known area, leading to rapid access to data (Turner et al., 2016); 
characteristics lacking from both light-aircraft and satellite based sys-
tems. These properties are critical for an early warning detection system 
to function effectively. These qualities could provide the basic frame-
work that could deliver enough time to act in response to bloom pres-
ence. UAVs have already been successful in imaging jellyfish blooms 
(Schaub et al., 2018) and are currently the best platform to provide 
images for an early warning detection system. This is due to a combi-
nation of ease of access to technology and it’s deployment, low relative 
cost and very high resolution data. Another advantage is being able to fly 
below clouds and other atmospheric weather conditions that can pre-
vent reliable satellite based remote sensing. 

Once imagery has been gathered, the next consideration for an early 
warning detection system is how it approaches image analysis. The work 
by Schaub et al. (2018) at the University of British Columbia showcases 
clustering analysis methods that are novel with respect to jellyfish 
blooms, however there is a requirement for lengthy post-image pro-
cessing. If we are to move towards an early detection system that can 
provide both short term and consistent warning of an impending jelly-
fish bloom, minimised post-image processing is essential. The natural 
demand of a task of this complexity is for the data analysis to be as 
automated as possible. This has been shown in other areas of study to be 
workable and a highly efficient approach (Ross et al., 2006; Boltze et al., 
2019; Feng et al., 2019). 

Neural networks have become recognised for their strong perfor-
mance in automated image classification and feature recognition tasks, 
especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Rawat and Wang, 
2017). The increase in usage of deep learning models, including CNNs, is 
one of the fastest growing areas of machine learning and is frequently 
benchmarked by ImageNet database performance (Rawat and Wang, 
2017). On top of the exceptionally high performance in image classifi-
cation tasks (Rawat and Wang, 2017), CNNs have other key advantages. 
Their ability to generalise to data they have not yet been exposed to is 
one of their most important properties in the context of an early warning 
system (Rawat and Wang, 2017). They are also computationally efficient 
and can be updated after their initial training, are relatively lightweight, 
and are easy to deploy (Asif et al., 2018). These properties would be 
advantageous for an early warning system that aims to provide 6–8 h 
warning of an incoming jellyfish bloom. Having the ability to deploy the 
trained model on inexpensive electronic devices also keeps the potential 
of on-board UAV data processing a realistic future capability, as 
exhibited by Koo et al. (2017). 

The most recent work by Koo et al. (2017) and Kim and Myung 
(2018) exhibit fantastic proofs of concept for using variants of CNNs as a 
detection method for aggregations of jellyfish, however their focus on 
using low resolution video sensors lends their work more towards 
controlled management strategies and away from large scale, higher 
area coverage early warning systems. If an early warning system could 
combine the benefits of higher altitude UAV remote sensing (circa 100 
m) with the power of CNN image analysis, the reality of a fully 
comprehensive jellyfish bloom early warning system draws much closer. 
Once trained, a jellyfish bloom detecting CNN could be deployed on a 
UAV detection platform and be used for bloom detection in almost any 
desired environment. The work by Kim et al. (2015) provides the 
foundations of such a system and demonstrates the core system funda-
mentals through the detection of individual jellyfish. A CNN was 
selected due to the ease of deployment, computational efficiency, and 
the ability to generalise and predict unseen raw imagery with high ac-
curacy; thus providing the framework of a reliable predictive jellyfish 

bloom detection system. 
The aim of this study is to develop the detection capability of a 

reliable UAV-based jellyfish bloom early warning system. This will be 
achieved through the following objectives:  

1. Develop a robust jellyfish bloom recognition tool through two key 
steps: 

(i) Production of CNN model architecture with adaption to jel-
lyfish data. 
(ii) Testing of model performance (desired test accuracy >90%). 

2. Maximise the transferability of the recognition tool through provi-
sion of the aforementioned environmental conditions, and other 
common non-environmental image artefacts.  

3. Discuss the effectiveness and practicalities surrounding a jellyfish 
bloom detection system. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Study area selection 

The study area consists of two locations: the first is located at Craobh 
Haven (Argyll and Bute, UK (Fig. 1)) and the second at Pruth Bay (British 
Columbia, Canada (Fig. 1b)). Craobh Haven is a purpose-built holiday 
resort village with an easily accessible marina. The location was selected 
due to the presence of a recurrent Aurelia aurita bloom and a broad range 
of coastal features that are commonplace around coastal industries. 
Pruth Bay data were collected and provided by the University of British 
Columbia (Schaub et al., 2018), with the location selected due to the 
presence of a large Aurelia spp. bloom at the entrance to the bay (Schaub 
et al., 2018). This bloom likely consisted of A. aurita and A. labiata and 
potentially a further undescribed species Aurelia sp. (Lawley et al., 
2020). 

2.2. Data collection 

One UAV flight was conducted in May 2018 at Craobh Haven under 
sunny conditions (Fig. 1). A fixed-wing Intel Sirius Pro UAV using a Sony 
Alpha 6300 RGB camera was used for the Craobh Haven flight. Flight 
mission planning was conducted using Intel’s advanced planning soft-
ware, MAVinci desktop (MAVinici, St. Leon-Rot, Germany); providing a 
pre-determined flight path that was optimised for the local area to 
maximise survey coverage. The flight was completed at an average 
altitude of 100 m producing a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 1.5 cm 
for the collected images. The camera used a 23.5 x 15.6 mm compli-
mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) sensor with an ISO range 
of 100–25,600 and a maximum resolution of 24 MP. Imagery overlap 
was conducted laterally at 75% to aid the photogrammetric stitching of 
the site location orthoimage (Fig. 1). Images were visually assessed for 
quality assurance reasons. A small portion (<5%) were discarded if 
found to follow specific criteria: excessive blurring, excessive surface 
glare, and incorrect auto exposure leading to no identifiable content 
within the image. 

15 Linear transects were completed during the Pruth Bay data 
collection (September 2016 (Schaub et al., 2018)). A rotary quad-blade 
DJI Phantom 3 Professional (Dà-Jiāng Innovations, Nanshan District, 
China) UAV using a DJI 12 MP RGB sensor was deployed to capture 
aerial images of the Aurelia spp. bloom. The native DJI GO flying 
application was used in order to maintain accuracy of intended tran-
sects. Images from the first three transects were unable to be used due to 
poor image quality from a fogged sensor lens. Flight transects that 
produced usable images had an average flight altitude of 112 m, and a 
GSD of 5.2 cm (Schaub et al., 2018). The camera used a 6.17 × 4.55 mm 
CMOS sensor with an ISO range of 100–1,600 and a maximum resolu-
tion of 12.4 MP. 
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2.3. Imagery pre-processing 

The model was passed 4,000 500 × 500 px image chips belonging to 
four data groups (Table 1). Data were split across these four groups with 

a 50/50 model class split within each group (Fig. 2). Input imagery 
balance was maintained across each of these groups and their respective 
model classes, to minimise training bias as much as practically possible 
(Lee et al., 2016; Marmanis et al., 2016). 

Fig. 1. Hybrid maps for both sampling locations with orthoimages of the areas embedded: (a) Craobh Haven, blue denotes unsurveyed marine area. Coordinates used 
from the British National Grid system. Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database. (b) Pruth Bay, axes use standard latitude and longitude. Contains Open-
StreetMap contributors data. 
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A total of 1,539 usable images were collected (Craobh Haven =
1,038, Pruth Bay = 501) and cropped into 4,000 500 × 500 px chips to 
train and test the model (Fig. 3). Image chips were extracted using the 
digital image cropping tool Greenshot (Braun et al., 2020) in combina-
tion with the image viewer IrfanView (Skiljan, 2019) to aid speed of 
processing the chips from the original raw images. 500 × 500 px chips 
were used to increase fine-grained pattern detection of blooms, and to 
bring input resolution into line with more recent, efficient models (Tan 
and Le, 2019; Huang et al., 2018). However, unlike these modern de-
velopments, the model input has a native resolution of 500 x 500 px and 
is not upscaled, eliminating any information degradation due to pixel 
interpolation (Pandey et al., 2018). Once cropped to 500 × 500 px, the 
chips were organised into each of the four respective groups (Table 1) 
and assessed for quality assurance reasons. Chips were manually sorted 
and labelled as “Bloom present” and “No bloom present”, utilising the 
same techniques as French et al. (2018). The final 4,000 inputs were 
then entered into the model within their Training and Test datasets, and 
their respective model classes (50/50 class split). 

2.4. Data analysis 

2.4.1. Model training and architecture 
A binary classification convolutional neural network (CNN) was 

trained with Python 3.6.9 (Van Rossum and Drake, 2009) using the 
high-level application programming interface (API) Keras-GPU 2.2.4 
(Chollet, 2019), with tensorflow-GPU 1.13.1 as the backend (Abadi 
et al., 2016). Model training was completed with a Dell Precision Tower 
5810 with an Intel Xeon E5-1650 v4 CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 
GPU and 64 GB of RAM. Total model training time took 4 h and 48 min 
to complete. 

Training aimed to reduce the model loss function value against 
training data as each step was processed. Each update to the model, per 
epoch, was assessed by the independent test dataset which the model 
was measured against. Model performance was indicated and measured 
through increases in accuracy of the model against the test dataset. 
Improvements were achieved through the optimiser minimising the 
model loss function through alterations of the weight vector values. 

The 4,000 image chips were divided into a 3,000/1,000 (training/ 
test) split, with this proportion (75/25%) remaining constant across 
both model classes: “Bloom present” and “No bloom present”. Within the 
3,000 training chips, 2,400 were sourced from the higher GSD imagery 
from Craobh Haven, and 600 from Pruth Bay (Table 1). Within the test 
data, the same location proportion was maintained with 800 sourced 
from Craobh Haven, and 200 from Pruth Bay. Test data were set aside to 
represent the same distribution as training data in order to minimise test 
bias. 

Transfer learning was conducted using VGG-16 (Simonyan and Zis-
serman, 2015) due to accessible coding support whilst simultaneously 
maintaining extremely high performance and model simplicity. Having 
been originally trained on the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 
2015), VGG-16 has already been exposed to 1,000 image classes and 1.2 
million images making it a perfect candidate for passing on it’s feature 
recognition abilities. Transfer learning is crucial to achieve greater than 
90% test accuracy for the comparatively small (4000 inputs) jellyfish 
dataset (Ng et al., 2015). VGG-16 is a CNN that was first formally 

presented in 2015 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015) after competing in, 
and winning, the 2014 ImageNet challenge. It is a deep network 
composed of a sequence of processing layers that take a 224 × 224 RGB 
image input. It is formed from 16 convolutional (conv2d) and five 
spatial pooling (maxpooling2d) layers followed by 3 fully connected 
layers with the last of these (a soft-max layer) performing the 1000 class 
ImageNet classification. Each hidden layer of VGG-16 uses ReLU for 
rectification of non-linearity (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015). The 
VGG-16 model input layer was modified for jellyfish bloom detection to 
receive a larger 500 × 500 px RGB image input (Fig. 4) with default 
kernel and max pooling sizes used. A bespoke fully connected classifier 
was applied on top of the convolutional base consisting of the following 
layers: flatten, dense (with ReLU) and dense (with a sigmoid activation). 
VGG-16’s final soft-max activation layer was replaced with a sigmoid 
activation layer as suggested by Francois Chollet for binary classification 
tasks (Chollet, 2017). 

Bottleneck features (data only passed through all five convolutional 
blocks (Fig. 4)) were established, then exported. These bottleneck fea-
tures were re-run with a bespoke fully connected jellyfish model (batch 
size = 50, epochs = 50, optimiser = RMSProp, loss = binary cross-
entropy) applied on top to take full advantage of the feature recognition 
capabilities held within the bottleneck features. The feature extraction 
process was completed in this order for computational efficiency rea-
sons. An adaptive optimiser (RMSProp) was used to achieve faster 
convergence during this initial model training (Dauphin et al., 2015; 
Roy et al., 2017; Qiu et al., 2018). The bespoke fully connected model, as 
shown within Fig. 4, will hereafter be referred to as the ‘jellyfish top 
model’. 

Hyperparameters for final training were selected using a held-out 
dataset from the same flights. These images were not included during 
the training or testing of the final model. This was conducted to maintain 
established deep learning practices (Chollet, 2017) and to ensure that 
the model had no access to information from the test dataset. Considered 
hyperparameters were as follows: data augmentation, number of epochs 
and learning rate. 

Final model training was initiated using the pre-trained weights 
produced from initial training of the jellyfish top model. The weights 
used to initiate this training were pre-trained to allow transfer learning 
to occur and prevent major overfitting. The first four convolutional 
blocks were frozen from final training, and only included the last con-
volutional block and jellyfish top model (Fig. 4). The earlier blocks dealt 
with more general feature recognition. These earlier blocks were 
therefore not re-trained, with final training focusing on the more 
jellyfish-bloom-specific detection capabilities. The entropic capacity of 
the model demanded that caution was applied to avoid overfitting: total 
parameters = 44,206,401, total trainable parameters = 36,571,137. 
Data augmentation allowed batching of randomised variations of each 
of the 3,000 training chips (batch size 16). This turned the 3,000 chip 
training dataset into an artificially inflated 48,000 sized training set with 
integrated variations of chip shearing, zoom range and axis flipping. 
Data augmentation and dropout were used to help prevent overfitting 
and improve generalisation. Training data augmentation consisted of a 
combination of randomised variations of the following parameters: 
zoom range = 25%, shearing range = 25%, vertical flips, horizontal 
flips. 

The loss optimiser selected was stochastic gradient decent (SGD) 
with adaptive optimisers avoided to ensure small updates to the model 
and not destroy pre-trained cognition (batch size = 16, epochs = 50, 
optimiser = SGD, learning rate = 1 × 10−4, momentum = 0.9, loss =
binary crossentropy). A very small learning rate was selected for the 
same rationale. Model performance was tracked using Keras’ compile 
command and selecting the metric output as ”accuracy” (Ketkar, 2017), 
resulting in an output of every epoch’s training data ”loss” and ”accu-
racy” values. This process provided the data for analysis of the training 
process from start to finish across all epochs. Test loss and accuracy were 
also monitored in the same way as mentioned above for training, but 

Table 1 
The number of images that were included in their respective data collection 
source and training/test sets. The split of images across both model classes 
(Bloom present & No bloom present) was 50/50.  

Source Data group Number of images 
Craobh Haven Training 2,400  

Test 800 
Pruth Bay Training 600  

Test 200  
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Fig. 2. Overall research flow chart summarising the methodological processes: (a) Aerial data collection using unmanned aerial vehicles; (b) Example of a full size 
raw image collected from the Craobh Haven sampling location; (c) Example of a 500 × 500 pixel chip from each model class; (d) Indicative summary of passing a 
chip to the model, the training layers used in the model, and prediction output options. 
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with increases in test accuracy used to trigger model checkpoint saving 
to output the full model for that specific epoch. Performance graphs 
were produced on R 3.4.3 (R Core Team, 2017) with the package 
“ggplot2” (Wickham, 2009). 

3. Results 

3.1. Model performance 

Performance metrics from the initial passing of data (not final 
training) through VGG-16 and the jellyfish top model were as follows: 
Epoch 1/50, test acc = 50%; Epoch 50/50, test acc = 81.5%. Final 
training epochs consisted of 187 steps of batches (batch size = 16) 
allowing a full pass of all available training data (1,500 images for each 

model class). As the model is updated to reduce loss against training 
data, test loss can be seen to closely follow indicating an absence of 
major overfitting (Fig. 5a). 

An assessment of model accuracy (Fig. 5b) supports the findings from 
the previous assessment based on model loss. Again, the model is not 
suffering from overfitting; test accuracy is increasing across epochs, 
alongside training accuracy, and not remaining unimproved whilst 
training accuracy increases. Variation in test accuracy during conver-
gence is to be expected whilst the optimisation function is hunting for 
the global minima. 

Model performance peaked at epoch 39 with a test accuracy of 
97.46%, with the lowest performing epoch having an accuracy of 
73.07% at epoch 17 (Table 2). This performance trough coincides with a 
dramatic increase in model loss, which would be expected, and was 

Fig. 3. Example chips (500 × 500 pixels) provided to the model: (a1) = No bloom present, Craobh Haven; (a2) = No bloom present, Pruth Bay; (b1) = Bloom 
present, Craobh Haven; (b2) = Bloom present, Pruth Bay. Jellyfish are manually highlighted by yellow boundaries. Ground sampling distance: Craobh Haven = 1.5 
cm, Pruth Bay = 5.2 cm (mean). White artefacts seen in the second and fourth images are glare from sunlight. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Model architecture and layers used. An indicative representation of a 500 × 500 pixel chip’s journey from input to prediction. Layer sizes stated in red. ReLU 
= rectified linear unit. 
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likely corrected due to the high momentum hyperparameter (0.9). 
Model performance appears to level off from epoch 39 onwards with 
minimal decline. Improved models were automatically saved and 
exported to ensure the best performing models were accessible post- 
training. Desired test accuracy was achieved by epoch 18 with only a 
further two epochs improving model performance. The highest per-
forming epoch (39) has a training loss that is marginally lower than test 
loss, whilst it also has a training accuracy marginally less than test ac-
curacy. It is logical that training loss is less than test loss, as the model 
optimiser attempts to reduce training loss, not test loss (Fig. 5a). Likely 
reasons for the marginally elevated test accuracy are that both dropout 
regularisation and data augmentation take place during model training. 
Both of which do not take place during model testing. 

The performance of epoch 39 is suggestive of a model that is a good 
fit and neither overfitting (high training accuracy, low test accuracy 
(Cogswell et al., 2016)) or underfitting (low training accuracy, low test 
accuracy (Ali et al., 2019)). Both training and test accuracy appear to 
converge appropriately across all 50 epochs. This suggests that the 
number of epochs was appropriate with regards to model 

hyperparameters (Fig. 5b). The model prediction script is designed to 
express a worded statement of bloom presence or absence, but also 
provides a likelihood value of which class that input image belongs to 
(Fig. 6). 

Checking visual predictions made by the model on the test dataset 
allowed a qualitative assessment of classification performance. Notice 
how despite the presence of extensive unwanted sunshine glare in the 
fourth column (Fig. 6), the model successfully predicts the presence/ 
absence of a jellyfish bloom. Due to the similarity in appearance of jel-
lyfish to sunshine glare, this result is a strong indicator of model 
robustness to image artefacts from environmental conditions. Other 
commonly found coastal features such as decking and boats (Fig. 6, final 
column) does not interfere with prediction performance. With peak 
classification test performance of 97.46% (Table 2), this is not unex-
pected but is nonetheless valuable to visually confirm the model’s 
classification performance. The presence of buoys (Fig. 6, first column) 
was found to not negatively affect classification performance. This is of 
particular interest as marine buoys can be located in various coastal and 
offshore locations with the potential to prevent accurate bloom 

Fig. 5. Model metrics for both training and test datasets: (a) Reductions in model loss; (b) Increases in model accuracy. Lowest and highest performing epochs (17 & 
39) indicated with dashed lines. 
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classification. 

4. Discussion 

The main restriction on data availability for model training was due 
to the nature of jellyfish blooms themselves. Their highly unpredictable 
occurrence, ironically the main driver for developing an early warning 
system, makes them difficult to locate. Despite this, enough images were 
captured (1,502). This was enough to process a meaningful amount of 

data that could be used to train the model (4,000 chips and 48,000 after 
augmentation); by far the most amount of data collected for remote 
sensing of jellyfish blooms and building on the work by Kim et al. (2016) 
and Schaub et al. (2018). However, the risk of overfitting had to be 
carefully avoided due to the relatively low quantity of data in machine 
learning terms (Mishkin et al., 2017). Batch size was limited to 16 due to 
RAM limitations of the computing system. The large chip size of 500 ×
500 px made the process far more computationally intensive compared 
to more commonly used smaller chip sizes (Rawat and Wang, 2017; 

Table 2 
Final training model performance for epochs that improved test accuracy (total epochs = 50). Epochs that achieved desired model performance are highlighted in bold, 
highest performing epoch in red. Bottom three rows (grey) display subsequent epochs that did not improve model test accuracy.  

Fig. 6. Examples of classified images (500 × 500 pixels) after model prediction: (a) Prediction = No bloom present; (b) prediction = Bloom present. Jellyfish are 
manually highlighted by yellow boundaries. Ground sampling distance = various (1.5 cm or 5.2 cm). White artefacts seen in the fourth column of images are glare 
from sunlight. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Mishkin et al., 2017). The combination of augmentation with dropout, 
where the network is forced to train to more robust image features by 
reducing complex neuron co-adaptions (Krizhevsky et al., 2017), was 
highly successful. Despite being computationally intensive, this process 
was essential to prevent overfitting to the training data, and to improve 
the model’s ability to generalise (Krizhevsky et al., 2017). Inclusion of 
the Pruth Bay data prevented training the model to a very specific UAV 
flight platform, imaging sensor, and location. Inclusion allowed the 
model to be trained to both Canadian and British coastal water condi-
tions, multiple ground sampling distances, two different sensor resolu-
tions, and quite conceivably different Aurelia species as well (Lawley 
et al., 2020). It is common for remote sensing neural networks to split 
data into two main datasets (Training/Testing) (Li et al., 2016; Hu et al., 
2015; Fu et al., 2017; Ammour et al., 2017) with a further held-out 
dataset for hyperparameter selection (Chollet, 2017). This process has 
been continued and referred to as “Training” and “Test”, whilst the 
hyperparameter selection process equates to “Validation” to maintain 
independence of the Test dataset and to prevent “information leaks” 

(Chollet, 2017). 
Jellyfish are difficult to detect (Koo et al., 2017), but compared to 

most machine learning problems they have very low intra-class varia-
tion (Wei et al., 2015). Maintaining a balanced dataset across all four 
data groups (Table 1) was a key consideration during processing of 
training chips. Poor performing models can often be traced to biases 
across training classes (Kim et al., 2019). This was given particular 
attention when providing the model examples of various environmental 
conditions. Both model classes were checked to have near equal 
numbers of wave topping, solar glare, and water colouration examples. 
If this careful balance was not considered, the model would have likely 
begun to incorrectly associate particular environmental conditions with 
one of the model classes more than the other – especially solar glare 
which can appear very similar to jellyfish within RGB imagery. This can 
be noted in (Fig. 6) where classification performance was not impacted 
by presence of these aforementioned environmental conditions. The 
importance of keeping this balance across model classes is well docu-
mented and the model results support this (Lee et al., 2016; Tsinalis 
et al., 2016; Buda et al., 2018; Hensman and Masko, 2015). The pro-
portion of non-environmental related artefacts was also preserved: 

whole boats, parts of boat, pontoons, rocks, buoys, and coastal vegeta-
tion were considered during chip processing (Fig. 7). By default, the 
model has inherent robustness to varied levels of bloom density. This is 
due to the natural variation of jellyfish present in the ”Bloom present” 

class chips provided during training. This is the same for water colour-
ation but across both model classes, as seen in Figs. 3, 6 and 7. 

The presence and inclusion of the non-environmental image artefacts 
(Fig. 7) undoubtedly constructively contributed to the model’s high test 
performance. Despite only showing a small sample of the non- 
environmental artefacts included during training, it can be qualita-
tively noted how these images would help improve model performance. 
It is particularly clear when visually assessing the first two columns 
(Fig. 7); examples of inputs where jellyfish blooms would impossibly 
exist. By introducing this source of intentional bias in the training data, 
the model can very effectively ascertain where blooms could never exist. 
The power of this technique emphasises the importance of high quality 
training data and how damaging errors could be if data are incorrectly 
labelled. The only source of this intentional bias in the data were a 
minority of chips within the “No bloom present” model class. A small 
number of chips contained information in which jellyfish blooms could 
never exist, such as chips exclusively containing terrestrial shoreline and 
coastal rocks (Fig. 7). We anecdotally attribute a significant portion of 
the model’s high performance to the balance within the data. Without 
this balance, however powerful the model architecture was, it would 
have struggled to perform and effectively been an early performance 
bottleneck (Lee et al., 2016; Menardi and Torelli, 2014; Vluymans, 
2019). 

The initial passing of data through VGG-16 with the bespoke jellyfish 
top model was successful in raising test accuracy to 81.5% after 50 
epochs. Unlike the final training stage, an adaptive optimiser (RMSProp) 
was used in order to accelerate training (Dauphin et al., 2015; Roy et al., 
2017; Qiu et al., 2018) and encourage large magnitude updates to the 
model. Prior to final training, it was necessary to initially pass the data 
through the model and establish weights for the jellyfish top model. 
Final training would not have been effective if conducted on a fully 
connected model with randomly initialised weights; large updates to the 
model would un-do previously learned features within the convolutional 
base (Xiao et al., 2014). This is a critical step in the application of 

Fig. 7. Examples of chips (500 × 500 pixels) showing non-environmental artefacts that were passed to the model during training to improve model robustness. 
Jellyfish are manually highlighted by yellow boundaries. Ground sampling distance = various (1.5 cm or 5.2 cm). 
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transfer learning, particularly when utilising large base models. The 
smaller the training dataset, the more emphasised this phenomenon can 
be. This was not an issue for this jellyfish bloom detection model, but 
nevertheless is worth highlighting. 

To attain global success, the system must be robust enough to deal 
with real world environmental conditions (Carrio et al., 2017). It is 
imperative that a robust detection system considers the following: ocean 
wave topping, solar glare, differences in water colouration, miscella-
neous surface objects such as boats and other common coastal features, 
and differences in imaging sensor resolution and ground sampling dis-
tance (GSD). If these considerations are not addressed, the reliability of 
the system would be questionable. Kim et al. (2015) showed that pro-
ducing a model with imagery from a small and localised area can pro-
duce “reasonable” results within a controlled environment, however it 
would struggle to perform when exposed to varied environmental con-
ditions. A jellyfish bloom detecting CNN could be updated with further 
species down the line, and accommodate more regional genera demands 
(Kim et al., 2016). It is also vital that any developed detection system is 
refined and deployed alongside an optimum survey strategy (Freeman 
et al., 2019). If not, despite having a reliable detection capability, the 
overall system performance could bottleneck prematurely. It is pertinent 
that an optimum survey strategy utilises the knowledge gained from a 
bloom presence/absence detection capability in an appropriate manner. 
The survey strategy and detection capability could be viewed as a 
theoretical symbiotic relationship within a future overall system. 

The final training process was highly successful at increasing model 
test accuracy through iterative reductions of training loss. Despite iter-
ations after epoch 39 not improving the model, performance by that 
stage in the training process was well above the objective of 90% test 
accuracy (Table 2). The use of a non-adaptive optimiser, in the form of 
stochastic gradient descent with momentum, was key to providing 
steady and progressively improved model updates. Combined with a 
very slow learning rate, both model performance and the ability to 
generalise have been found to improve in comparison to adaptive 
optimisers (Keskar and Socher, 2017; Wilson et al., 2017). The test 
performance of the model supports these findings. The model converged 
from around epoch 35 (Fig. 5b), with performance remaining relatively 
consistent until the final epoch. If the intention was to improve model 
performance even further, an investigation into using weight decay 
regularisation and more aggressive dropout and augmentation would be 
the first recommendation. However, in realistic terms – attempts to 
improve on the current model performance of 97.46% would not be 
cost-effective. Variations of less than 1% in test accuracy are more likely 
due to stochastic effects with respect to the size and composition of the 
test dataset. Increasing the size of the test dataset would be the most 
sensible starting point before attempting any changes to the model. 

The final model performance of 97.46% was above expectations, and 
highlights the strength of using transfer learning to enhance perfor-
mance (Shin et al., 2016). Through the use of very high resolution 500 ×
500 px chips, jellyfish blooms were still detectable even when at lower 
densities (Fig. 6). This increased fine-grained detection came at a drastic 
computing cost during training. It is for this reason that the majority of 
CNN models use much lower resolution input chips but we feel was a 
decision very much worth taking. Despite the model being trained on 
500 × 500 px chips, this does not mean the model requires images of this 
exact size to process for prediction. The model actively upscales smaller 
images by nearest neighbour interpolation and will crop around the 
centroid pixel if larger (Chollet, 2015). This allows images of any size to 
be passed through the model for prediction classification if desired. The 
ability to pass any aerial image through the model is a great advantage 
and increases the flexibility of the model’s potential deployment. 

With a ground sampling distance of 1.5 cm for the Craobh Haven 
data, and 5.2 cm for Pruth Bay, a 500 × 500 px chip will have a ground 
coverage of 7.5 m2 and 26 m2 respectively. Both have a practically useful 
coverage and combined with an appropriately efficient survey technique 
(Yanmaz, 2012), have great potential to be the framework for the first 

fully functional jellyfish bloom detection system. It would always be 
advantageous to use a sensor that increases resolution, however the 
model results categorically show that this is not a pre-requisite for 
successful bloom detection. A point of diminishing returns will occur 
with a trade-off occurring between increased cost and weight of sensor, 
and final model performance. The performance of our bloom detection 
model shows that resolution of the sensor used (Sony Alpha 6300 RGB) 
was certainly not limiting bloom detection performance. The highest 
performing model is 315.6 MB in size which by recent micro-computing 
standards is easily manageable to store and process, such as the intel 
NUC i7 small form factor PC (Koo et al., 2017). By being able to cope 
with a broad range of both environmental and non-environmental im-
agery artefacts, the robustness of the model should allow practical 
deployment to real world survey conditions. The final stage of moving 
towards a fully functional early warning detection system would be to 
incorporate the model into a semi-automated UAV deployment system. 
However, considerations should be given around nighttime deployment 
in such a system. Currently, detection would not be possible during 
darkness due to the use of a passive sensor (RGB). 

Many great modern technological innovations garner inspiration 
from nature. Comparisons by Suarez and Murphy (2011) exhibit how 
varied a survey approach can be when drawing on animal foraging 
strategies for inspiration. Within the context of a nuclear power station 
that by nature is immobile, the survey strategy can, and should, be 
optimised for that scenario (Pitre et al., 2012). The most critical 
consideration should be the adaption of the knowledge provided by the 
bloom detection model output combined with the survey style. With the 
provision of a binary output from the model, the survey strategy should 
react and adapt to the most current information provided. For example, 
if a bloom is detected using a standard parallel sweep survey route, 
should the survey strategy continue or adapt and change to a circular 
radial search pattern? Poor survey strategy can dramatically decrease 
the overall performance of an early warning system and could negate a 
high performing detection component. There is currently no available 
literature on UAV specific survey optimisation over aquatic environ-
ments; this is identified as a key area of future work. UAVs do not have 
the same functionality and coverage capability of light-aircraft, boats, 
and satellites, for which survey strategy is well researched (Hill, 2003; 
Rianto et al., 1999; Razi and Karatas, 2016). It is imperative for an early 
warning detection system to ensure a high performing detection capa-
bility is combined with an efficient and optimised survey plan (Xu et al., 
2011). 

This work delivers the image processing ability for detecting Aurelia 
spp. jellyfish blooms in the marine environment. With regard to nuclear 
power stations and desalination plants, prior warning of an incoming 
bloom can allow controlled reduction of the water intake volume and 
aim to prevent more permanent disruption. Fish farms, for example, 
would be given time to install temporary guarding systems for their fish 
pens - similar to how stinger nets are deployed at beaches (Lucas et al., 
2014). It is hoped that by using a model robust enough to cope with 
variable environmental conditions and non-biological coastal objects, 
the model constructively contributes to addressing the global jellyfish 
bloom marine ingress problem (Purcell et al., 2007). Although Aurelia 
spp. blooms are one of the most widespread and disruptive genera of all 
jellyfish (Purcell et al., 2007; Hamner and Dawson, 2009), they are not 
the only group of species that cause huge disruption to coastal industries 
(Montgomery et al., 2016; Purcell et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2012; Zhang 
et al., 2012). Despite the model not being trained on any other genera of 
jellyfish, it would likely to detect them with practically useful levels of 
performance (Yosinski et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018; Chi et al., 2017; 
Reyes et al., 2015). However, it would be prudent to apply caution when 
deploying the model on other problem jellyfish species. Unlike other 
forms of networks, CNNs can be easily re-trained (Zhou et al., 2017); 
future integration of further jellyfish species classes into the model is 
advised. This would be especially beneficial for migration pattern 
studies, species habitat monitoring and ground truthing of bloom 
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prediction research. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper exhibits the world’s first UAV based high resolution, 
multi-sensor jellyfish bloom detection capability including integrated 
robustness from two oceans to tackle real world detection challenges. 
Final model performance (97.46% test accuracy) was well above the 
desired performance of 90%. Potential overfitting of the model appeared 
to be handled exceptionally well with data augmentation and dropout 
regularisation, supporting the recent work of large models using rela-
tively small datasets. Research into optimal survey routes for UAVs over 
aquatic environments is a highlighted gap in knowledge and LiDAR 
sensors may also be a promising avenue for investigation into nighttime 
detection of jellyfish blooms. The addition of further jellyfish species for 
model training is recommended, as well as increasing the amount of 
training data with images from new locations, sensors and environ-
mental conditions. With global changes occurring at a rate faster than 
has ever been observed, the pursuit of novel machine learning detection 
techniques provide hope for addressing both current and future chal-
lenges. The mitigation of issues relating to global change will become a 
possibility, with improvements in efficiency and revenue - irrespective 
of coastal industry - a likely result. 
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